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INTRODUCTION

Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) is located

about 34 miles ESE of La Serena, Chile. Approximate coordinates,

taken from a topographic sheet based on the L924 International

Reference Ell ipsoid and the 1956 provisional south American

Datum, are longi tude W70 "48'  16" ,  lat i tude S3O "9'  56' ,  ,  a l t i tude

22Lo meters. However, since the systematic errors of the above

datum are not known and can be signif icant, the true location

of the observatory has been uncertain.

The GEOS series of satel l i tes have been launched for

geodetic purposes, and they carry strobe l ights that can be

progranmed to f lash at precisely determined t imes. Therefore

observations of these satel l i tes should permit station location

determinat ions,  pdrt icular ly s ince these satel l i tes are wel l

tracked and there dynamics are well known. Further, i f

simultaneous observations from exist ing tracking stations that

have well-d.etermined coordinates can be obtained, a solution

can be considerably strengthened by tr iangulation. satel l i te

observations give true geocentric coordinates; transforming

through the standard el l ipsoid wil l  give true geodetic

coordinates. The difference between astronomic coordinates

(coordinates with respect to the vert ical), and the true

geodetic coordinates represent the local deflection of the

vert ical .
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TIIE SATELLITE

GEOS - II  (1968-002A = SDc #3093 = Explorer 36) was

launched 11 Jan 1968, with a perigee height of 1077 km, an

apogee height of 1569 km, an eccentricity of 0.03, an incl ina-

t ion of  105"8,  and per iod of  LL}. I  minutes.  This per iod

produces a resonance in the motion, in that the satellite makes

almost exactty 77 revolutions in 6 days.

The satel l i te is gravity-gradient stabil ized to point

towards the center of the earth. I t  carries storage cells and

solar panels for power sources, and has four strobe units which

insure almost uniform apparent flash brightness for a large

range of zenith distance. A f lash has a total duration of 1.4

mil l iseconds, and a f lash sequence consists of seven f lashes

every four seconds, start ing on an even minute-

This satel l i te and its predecessor, GEOS I, have been used

extensively for determining locations of tracking stations in

var ious networks (Marsh et  a l .  1971).  In part icular,  NASA

makes optical observations of this satel l i te with MOTS cameras

as part of their mini-traek network, one station of which is

near Peldehue, just north of Santiago, Chile. This station has

well-determined coordinates and is capable of simultaneous

observations with CTIO, being only 332 km away. The geodetic

coordinates of the I{OTS c€rmera at Peldehue are latitude

533"9'7 ' :655, longi tude W7O"4O'8' :651 (L927 North American Datum),
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hrith an elevation above sea'level of 693.4 meters, a geoid

height of +27O meters, and a height above the el l ipsoid of 963

meters. l fhe astronomic coordinates are s33 o g "l ' :97, wzo "40, 2g':4L,

giving a deviation of L6':72 towards an azimuth of 269" .

TIIE TELESCOPE

The University of Michiglan's Curt is Schmidt telescope, on

loan to CTIO, was used for this e:q>eriment. Ttre scale of the

instrument,  which has an f /3.5 focal  rat io,  is  96.2 arc secs

per mm, and it  uses 8x8-inch plates covering a f ieLd of 5?4x5?4.

To attempt to determine the characteristics of the field

of this instrument, several_ plates of the pleiades cluster vrere

obtained in January and February Lg7L. Ttre pleiades is not a

good cluster for such work at crro, since its zenith distance

is always at least 54". However, there are no good astrometric

clusters in the Southern Hemisphere. lleasures hrere made not

only of general f ield stars, but also of most fainter cluster

stars, whose positions are known more accuratery. rt was from

these prates that the above cited scale was obtained. The

standard distortion hras found to be about 0.4 arc secs per

degrees. It was found that there could be severe field

distortion not dependent on distance from plate center; it is

assumed that this is due to emulsion wrinkling produced by

bending the plate in the plate holder. such effects rrtrere
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minimized in the present study by the choice of very small

reference frames close to the object in question.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Preliminary bearings (alt i tudes and azimuths) of the

satellite from Cerro Tololo were provided by the Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory. These covered al l  passes of the

satel l i te v is ib le dur ing the per iod of  interest  (28 Apr i l  1971

through 13 May 1971) .for which the Sun would be more than Lzo below

the horizon. Assuming a minimum of 4 minutes recycle time for both

satel l i te and telescope, f lash t imes were picked arbitrari ly

except so as to yield as many seqluences per pass as possible.

Bearings at the beginning and the end of a flash seqluence were

obtained by interpolation, and these were converted to equatorial

coordinates for sett ing the telescope. The plate center

coordinates were taken as the mean of the f irst and last

coordinates i f  the entire sequence fel l  on the given plate;

other:vvise the coordinates were taken 2 o down track from the

f i rst  f lash.

Since an appreciable t ime was required for the exposures,

only two seqnrences could be handled per satel l i te pass. Three

exposures were taken per sequence. For the f irst sequence,

two 3O-second exposures of the f ield hrere taken, separated

slightly in r ight ascension. The telescope was then shifted
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sl ightry in declination for the satelr i te exposure, which

began three seconds before the f irst f lash and ran for 30

seconds to three seconde after the last f lash. For the

second seqFrence the procedure was reversed,, with a saterri te

exposure, fol l0wed by two f ield exposures, off-set in

decrination. Thus each star formed three images in a smarl

r ight tr iangle, while the satel l i te images hrere single. Further,

the stel lar images formed during the satel l i tes f lash exposure

could be unambiguously id.entif ied.

Fourteen nights hrere scheduled, of which two were cloudy.

Plates hrere taken with the assistance of A. Gomez and R. Gonzd_

Lez. For the f i rst  f ive nights,  f i l ter less.Eastman Kodak

103a0 plates hrere used; Eastman Kodak 09g_02 plates were used

for the remaining nights to obtain a higher band-pass. rt

would have been desirable to restr ict the pass-band by use of

a f i l ter and/or a more band-pass restr ict ive emulsion, since

the frashes are from xenon tubes, which are different in color

from the star in the referenee frames; hence dispersion wiII

produce a small color dependent shift  in posit ion, which has

not been al lowed for.

The provisional ephemeris was found to have an error of

almost 2o in r ight  ascension (most ly cross-track),  so not al l

f lashes qrere recorded. rn addit ion, moonright unduly blackened

some plates and also the satel l i te malfunct ioned severar nights.



Nevertheless , 26 measurab-le f lashes were recorded on 7 plates

taken on 5 nights.

A11 plates were measured on the semi-automatic measuring

machine at the U.S. Naval Observatory of Washington, D. C.

The details of the measurement and reduction procedure are

given by Harrington and Mintz (L972). The reference catalogue

used was the SAO catalogiue, which, for the southern hemisphere

at this epoch, has an accuracy of a single posit ion of about one

arc sec. Since the telescope-measuring machine configuration

is capable of an accuracy of about 0.1 arc sec, the present -

l imitation to this procedure is the accuracy of reference star

posit ions. Only l inear plate constants were used in reducing

measures to spherical coordj-nates.

The f inal posit ions, equator and equinox of 1950, are

given in Table I.  In this table are given the year, month,

day, hour, minute, and nominal second of the f lash, the r ight

ascension and declination, along with internal estimates of

their errors, and the number of reference stars. The number of

reference stars is general ly smaller than desirable, since

reference frames were kept smaller than one degree in diameter,

because of the random field distort ion mentioned earl ier
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ASTRONOMTC COORDINATES

The astronomic coordinates of the observatory were determined

by a method closely related to that  suggested by Mintz (1955).

rn this technique t imes of transit of known stars through a

fixed (unknown) zenith distance are determined to establish

rocar coordinates. usualry many observations are made, and

coord'inates are determined from some estimation procedure, such

as least  squares.

Let d, r,  z be the lat i tud.e, longitude, and zenith distance

of the transit;  i t  is assumed that approximate values of these

are known and that corrections must be derived. Let 6 and 6 be

the apparent place of the star observed, dod let h - t  _ I _o. be

the local hour angle of the star, where t is the sidereal t ime of

the observation. Then, from the astronomical tr iangle,

cos z = s in d s in 6 + cos 6 cos 6 cos h,

which if  dif ferentiated yields

sinZd.z=(cos sin d cos 6 cos h) d6

cos6sinhdh.

(1)

(2)
6sln6

cos d)

Since dh = dt - dI the above can

[g"" I _ t."_J-l
dt = dtr + 

l_sin 
rr tan rrJ d6

be rewri t ten:

s in Z
+ cos d cos 6 s in h dz.  (3)

Approximating differentiars by differences, this equation can be
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solved by least squares for the corrections A ).,  A g, bz.

The residual A t is the difference between the observed sidereal

transit t ime and that computed from the assumed 1, 91, Z. L Z

is of no real interest but must be included in the solution because

of the wide f ield. of vision of the theodoli te used in the

observat ions.

In this experiment the mean places of the stars observed

were taken from the SAO catalogue. Apparent places for a

given night were computed at the same time the estimates of

universal t ime and azimuth for each observation were derived.

Observing runs htere broken into sequences mostly of no more

than one hour duration, and the instrument, a Wild-T2 theodoli te,

hras releveled as of ten as possible,  general ly between each star

observed. Taking stars brighter than 5th magnitude permitted

an average of 20 stars per hourly sequence. The primary

constraints on tu-e instrument are that the zenith distance,

though only approximately known, must be maintained constant

for a given sequence, and the instrument must be accurately

1evel. Any deviation from leve1 wil l  produce a corresponding

error in posit ion. A good distr ibution in azimuth of observa-

tions should be obtained, though the number of transits in the

North and South are general ly fewer and harder to t ime, thus

weakening the lat i tude solution. On the other hand, the

longitude solution is weakened by i ts greater sensit ivity to

t iming errors.
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For these observations the transit was mounted on a fixed

reinforced pier l ' , l l  North and 112 East of the curt is schmidt.

Ttro persons \^tere reqtrired, One Observing at the transit and the

other recording the time at a voice mark from the observer. Ttre

timing error is estimated to be about harf a second or ress.

A total of L7 sequences hrere observed on 4 nights in May

and 3 in october of 1971. The mean sorution weighted by the

inverse square of the internal errors and reduced to the site

l ,  =W70'48'  52' :7 a 2 ' lO
of the S-chrnidt is:

p =S30'09'55' :5 + 1 ' , i4

The distribution of the individual sets about their weighted

mean are shown in Fig. 1.

SATELLITE OBSERVATION REDUCTIONS

The observed coordinates, d, of a satel l i te are functions

of the geocentric coordinates, i ,  of the satel l i te, the geocentric

coordinates, i ,  of the observing station, and the parameters, F,

of the force model. The satel l i te coordinates are in turn

functions of the elements, i ,  of the satel l i te orbit at some

epoch, and, the time interval, T, from that epoch. fnus &d
{ t

(x,  E,  T,  P) .  wi th est imates of  X,  E, p,  assuming T is exact ly

known, predicted values of d 
""r, 

be computed. The residuals

in c are then related to the errors of the estimates through a

first order Taylor's expansion (assuming reasonably good
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est imates) as fo l lows:

ld=;^- ; -=( , ,c APAiag* a;
bx

a-9.
f

aE
a-9.
dP

With a suff icient number and good distr ibution of observations,

a simultaneous solution can be made for al l  unknoruns; in

practice usually just a sub-set of the unknowns is solved for.

For the problem at hand the reduction l./as done in two

steps. First, observations over the t ime interval of interest

were collected from the regular tracking network, whose stations

have well-determined coordinates. Assuming the force parameters

are known, solutions were made for elements to represent short

arcs (of a few days each) of the orbit.  Then, using the known

orbit and. the observations from CTIO, a solution was made for

correct ions to the stat ion coordinates.

GEOS-II had reasonably good laser and range-rate,

as well as optical, coverage during the period of observation

from CTIO, so good orbits were obtained. For the f inal solution

the orbit was broken into two B-day arcs, and observations made

with the MOTS camera were included for comparison (there were

not enough simultaneous observations to permit direct tr ian-

gulat ion).  Sant iago stat ion coordinates were held f ixed, and

orbital elements were f ixed for the f irst arc but al lowed to

f, l-oat for the second (showing very l i t t le change). The

coordinates on the sAo c-5 Earth derived for crro, and related

pert inent parameters,  are given below.
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Geodet ic Lat i tude 530'10'  B, j  2 + 0,J4

Longi tude WZ0'48,21,,11 * 0 ' , i4

Height above el l ipsoid 2399m a 10m

Redn. of  S.  T.  +46F53

p sin 6 '

p cOs d'

tan 6 '

Axy

Lz

- .49980

.86561

-o.57740

-369

_2]-3

The solution was carried out using the NONAIvIE orbit reduction

system of the geodesy section at Goddard spacefl ight center,

NASA. The errors of these coordinates are estimated from both

the internal scatter of the data and from external estimates of

the model errors. The lat i tude solution was essential ly

independent of those for longitude and height, while the

longitude and height solutions were correlated. This is to be

expected, since the satel l i te tracks were essential ly South to

North and were always in the eastern sky.

The residuals from the solution for the CTIO observations

are gj-ven in Tabre rr. Residuals for simultaneous santiago

observations are also given where appropriate. since the

Peldehue coordinates were kept f ixed, the corresponding residuals

indicate both the quali ty of the orbit and the degree of f i t

obtainable; inspection reveals the crro observations are
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comparable in quali ty. Mean residuals and the dispersion around

that mean were f,ormed for each seqluence. The means indicate

systematic errors, due chiefly to uncertainties in the orbit

(typical ly estimated to be of the order of 1" ) .  Since the CTIO

observations were reduced using essentiat ly independent reference

frames, the dispersions are external estimates of the astrometric

accuracy; these should be compared with the internal estimates in

Table I.  These residual dispersions reflect the catalogrue error

of  0 ' , i5 to 1 ' :0.

CONCLUSIONS

Standard medium and large aperture astrographs can be used

in conjunction with GEOS-type satel l i tes to obtain accurate

optical posit ions of the satel l i te and thus to obtain accurate

geodetic coordinates. The l imitations of the orbital knowledge

to the dynamical solution and of the catalogrue errors to the

astrometry are comparable. Because astronomic astrographs have

small field compared to tracking cameras, care should be taken

to obtain raliable prediction ephemerides for experiments such

as this one. ftre observing itself presents no serious problems'

apart from the time limitations, except that short exposure

emulsions, of a type not general ly used by astronomers, should

be used to avoid reciprocity fai lures with the short satel l i te

f lashes. An experiment of this type is only possible with
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f lashing l ight satel l i tes, since there is no other way to

determine the t jrne of exposure with the necessary accuracy.

Ttre astronomic coordinates of the Curtis Schmid.t telescope

can be compared to the above geodetic coordinates to obtain the

d.eflection of the vert ical. This deflection amounts to

30' :1 *  1 ' ,17 towards an azimuth of  295'*  3o,which corresponds to

approximately 930 meters on the el l ipsoid surface. The error

of the datum if the exist ing chart coordinates are correct is

+L2' i2 = 377 meters in lat i tude and -5 ' j  I  = -136 meters in west

longi tude.
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TABLE TI

SATELLITE RESIDUALS

MY (crro) d, (STGO)

7L 429 853 0
853 4
853 B
853L2
8s316
85316

mean

4 30 9 15 0
9 15 4

mean

5 6 9L7 0
9L7 4
9L7 B
9L7L2
9L716

mean

5 6 922 0
922 4
922 B
922L2
92216

mean

5 9 1015 0
1015 4
1015 B

mean

5 91020 0
I020 4
IO20 B

mean

5L4 10 2 0
1024

z' , :5
2.4
2.4
2.2
1.3
o.4
1.9*0' ,18

-1 .6
-2.2
-1 .  9*o.4

-3.4
-1.0
-L.7
-2.L
-0.6
-1.8*1.1

-2.O
-1.3
- r .4
-2.9
-2.4
-2.OxO.7

4.4
4.L
3.3
3 .9r0.6

4.9
3.8
3.8
4.2*O.6

-1.7
-2.2
-2.O*O.4

2.2
2.2
L.2
1.9*0.5

-2.6
-L.7
-1.9
-2.L*0.5

4.8
4.9
4.8*0.1

-0' :3
0.1

-0.  5
o.4
0.8

-0 .6
0.0+0' j  5

0.1 0.0 -0.3
" -0.3 -0.5 0.9
-O. I*0.3 -O.2*0.4 0.3*0.8

-4.O
-2 .2
-1.  r
-o.4
-0.8
-I  .  7*1 .4

4.8
5.4
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.8*0.  3

7I

7L

7L

7L

71

7L

5.7 -2.4
2 .L -0.9
3 .9*2 .5 - I  .6*1 .  1

mean



FTGURE r. Plot of individual astronomic coordinate
determinations with error bars. The mean
and the corresponding Schmidt coordinates
are also shown. The number of stars
in each set is given in parentheses.
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